Transmission ratio distortion in the myotonic dystrophy locus in human preimplantation embryos.
One form of myotonic dystrophy, dystrophia myotonica 1 (DM1), is caused by the expansion of a (CTG)(n) repeat within the dystrophia myotonica-protein kinase (DMPK) gene located in chromosome region 19q13.3. Unaffected individuals carry alleles with repeat size (CTG)(5-37), premutation carriers (CTG)(38-49) and DM1 affected individuals (CTG)(50-6,000). Preferential transmission both of expanded repeats from DM1-affected parents and larger DMPK alleles in the normal-size range have been reported in live-born offspring. To determine the moment in development when transmission ratio distortion (TRD) for larger normal-size DMPK alleles is generated, the transmission from heterozygous parents with one repeat within the (CTG)(5-18) range (Group I repeat) and the other within the (CTG)(19-37) range (Group II repeat) to human preimplantation embryos was analysed. A statistically significant TRD of 59% (95% confidence interval of 54-64) in favour of Group II repeats from both mothers and fathers was observed in preimplantation embryos, which remained significant when female embryos were considered separately. In contrast, no significant TRD was detected for repeats from informative Group I/Group I parents. Our analysis showed that Group II repeats specifically were preferentially transmitted in human preimplantation embryos. We suggest that TRD, in Group II repeats at the DMPK locus, is likely to result from events occurring at or around the time of fertilisation.